Metastasis is the major reason for treatment failure when it comes to therapy for different cancers. Here I would like to give a brief overview of some research that has attempted to block metastasis through the inhibition of calcium signaling and metabolism. This strategy to inhibit metastasis through blocking calcium channels/calcium function is not yet being applied clinically, but could be within several years following clinical trials. It remains an open question whether this calcium strategy will lead to durable improvements for the management of cancer. A number of recent advances in understanding calcium regulation in cancer cells has also brought us closer to possible clinical application of this strategy, as new calcium interfering drugs are being developed based on new molecular and cellular physiological information.

A large amount of research has gone into describing altered expression of calcium channels for a variety of different cancers [1]. Here it will not be possible to cover the details of these findings, but suffice it to say, the selectivity of inhibitors would generally be through targeting the calcium channel type displaying increased expression. It is generally believed the increased expression of a specific calcium channel contributes to a more invasive phenotype for a given cancer. Once a particular overexpressed calcium channel has been identified for a patient’s cancer, then an agent directed against that particular channel could be added into the standard therapeutic combination of drugs. Properly applied, a calcium channel inhibition strategy could result in long term benefit and even perhaps longer patient survival.

One major advantage of blocking calcium channels to block cell migration is that there appears to be a universal requirement for calcium membrane transients for cell migration. The idea is that if one could selectively block cancer cell migration this would inhibit cancer cell spread and produce a cytostatic effect that may be synergistic when added to other current anti-cancer therapies. A major hurdle would be finding enough selectivity for cancer cells and of course minimizing any other side effects encountered with these calcium blocking agents. To that end, periodic treatment with calcium interfering agents may have tolerable profiles if targeting can be restricted to those calcium systems which display altered expression in the cancer. Research arising in the past few years has given us examples of different key calcium transport channels which are up-regulated in different cancers [2]. The excellent work with the Ori-Stim calcium regulation system and breast cancer cell migration has begun to suggest the potential application here of work with the Ori-Stim calcium regulation system and breast cancer cell migration [3]. Another family of calcium channels that play a prominent role in cancer cell migration is the TRPC (Transient Receptor Potential Canonical) family [4]. Together these two channel types of calcium regulation will provide new targets for interference with metastasis for a number of common cancer types.

The involvement of calcium transients in cell migration has been known for some time [5]. Whereas certain normal cells, including fibroblasts, use high voltage activated (HVA) type calcium channels, most transformed cells rely on Low Voltage Activated (LVA) and Non-Voltage-Gated (NVG) Ca	extsuperscript{2+} influx channels [6]. Earlier work by our laboratory showed ionic gadolinium is a potent inhibitor of cancer cell migration [7]. The blockade of calcium influx with Gd	extsuperscript{3+} or Tb	extsuperscript{3+} inhibited melanoma cell migration and enhanced cell adhesion. Work by Huang et al. also showed the blockade of calcium transients and cell migration with low μM gadolinium for HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells [8]. Further development of the lanthanides to cancer treatment must await tumor targeted delivery methods to circumvent toxicity issues.

Continuing work on the calcium channel blocker CAI (Carboxamidotrizole) has paved the way for the calcium channels blocker type of strategy because it has undergone clinical testing in late stage cancer patients with some disease stabilization [9]. This small molecule calcium channel inhibitor blocks cancer cell migration by targeting non-voltage gated calcium channels. Since CAI is a reversible inhibitor there would need to be a constant application to achieve cytostatic effects. One nice advantage, however, is that it may also block angiogenesis [10]. Of foremost importance for CAI is the favorable pharmacokinetic profile and apparent lack of serious side effects.

As new details emerge for the regulation of cancer cell migration by calcium transport mechanisms, new therapeutic possibilities will undoubtedly be realized. Altogether, this strategy is an untapped, potential brake for metastatic cells which may go a long way towards potentially improving cancer therapy. In addition, calcium has other important roles such as in cell replication and apoptosis which certainly also would have application to cancer treatment through new strategies of blocking or induction, respectively. Advances for cancer therapy concerning these other calcium dependent functions are, however, a tale for another time.
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